New staff and staff recruitment update

Johanna Moore
New academic staff

• Design Informatics & Visualisation  Benjamin Bach  10 April
• Natural Language Processing       Ivan Titov     1 May
• Machine Learning                 Dorota Glowacka 1 June
• Computer Systems Architecture    Aaron Smith   21 June
• Database Systems                 Paolo Guagliardo 1 July

New support staff

• IGS Recruitment Administrator    Stacey Rudkin  20 Feb
• CDT Administrator (RAS)          Zoe McGonigle 15 May
New academic staff - 2017/18 starts

- Machine Learning  Rico Sennrich  1 Aug
- Image and Vision Computing  Haken Bilen  1 Sept
- Algorithms and Complexity  He Sun  1 Sept
- Algorithms and Complexity  Heng Guo  4 Sept
- Data Science for Life Sciences  Arno Onken  4 Sept
- Artificial Intelligence  Stefano Albrecht  2 Oct
- Bioinformatics (research post)  David Osumi-Sutherland  2 Oct
- Security and Privacy  Vassilis Zikas  3 Jan
- Security and Privacy  Markulf Kohlweiss  8 Jan
Posts still to fill

- Chair in Software Engineering  interviewing
- Business Applications of Informatics  interviewing
- Image and Vision Computing  offer made
- Systems for the Internet of Things  under discussion
- AI and Human Machine Collaboration  offer made

Posts not filled

- Chair in Computer Science (Algorithms and Complexity)
- Human-Robot Interaction
- Database Systems (second post)
- Systems for the Internet of Things (second post)
Other posts

• University Teacher x 2.0FTE  Interviews complete
• PGT Administrator (ITO)  Interviews complete
• Receptionist x 2 (part-time)  Interviewing
• Senior Data Scientist  Advertising
• Computing Support Officer  Advertising
• Learning Technologist  Approved
• Workshop Apprentice  Approved